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Abstract
Unraveling patterns of animals’ movements is important for understand-
ing the fundamental basics of biogeography, tracking range shifts resulting
from climate change, predicting and preventing biological invansions. Many
researchers have modeled animals’ dispersal studying their behavior under
the assumptions of some movement strategies pre-determined or affected by
some external factor(s) but none of them have compared the efficiency of dif-
ferent dispersal strategies in providing population survival and fitness. We
hypothesize that 1) successful expansion could result from some evolution-
ary stable strategy (ESS) and 2) such strategy could be based particularly
on deferred gain, when animals invest in travel to reach some high-quality
habitat (“habitat of dream”). Using simulation model we compare the eco-
logical success of three strategies: i) “Smart” – choosing the locally optimal
cell; ii) “Random” – random movement between cells without taking into ac-
count the quality of the environment; iii) “Dreamer” – movements that aims
to find “a habitat of dream” with quality much higher than that of the initial
and neighboring cells. The population fitness was measured as survival rate,
dispersal distance, accumulated energy and quality of settled habitat. The
most general conclusion is that while survival and wealth of the population is
affected presumably by overall habitat quality, the dispersal depends mainly
on the behavioral strategy. The “Dreamer” strategy or the strategy of de-
ferred gain belongs to the Pareto frontier in the Fitness×Dispersal space but
only in optimal and suboptimal habitat and in the relatively mild climate.
Keywords: Dispersal, habitat quality, search strategy, Levy walk, survival,
population fitness
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1. Introduction
Animals differ from plants by their ability to move actively and choose an
optimal environment. Animals move for many reasons: to acquire resources;
to avoid predators and other agents of mortality; to avoid competition (e.g.
natal dispersal); and to be near conspecifics for mating and other social inter-
actions (conspecific attraction). Clearly, the various functions of movement
are related to survival and reproduction, and the parameters that govern
movement are therefore subject to natural selection.
One of the most interesting types of animals’ movements are the so-called
“long-distance movements” of individuals from the places of their birth or
release. During such movements an organism can disperse far beyond the
region of its origin through a variety of landscapes and then either return
back or settle in a very new environment. Long-distance movements or long-
distance dispersal (LDD) has gained most attention in the studies of passive
dispersal of plants (Nathan et al. (2008)). A number of reports has been pre-
sented for invertebrates and birds (Earl et al. (2016)). Recent advances in
satellite-tracking techniques increased the number of such reports for mam-
mals (Fuglei and Tarroux (2019); Hindell and McMahon (2000); Weller et al.
(2016)). Studies of ungulates’ behavior have shown that despite rare long-
distance movements have been observed for many species. For example, for
wild boar (it Sus scrofa) most of animals dispersed not more than 20 km
from their place of birth, but some individuals moved more than 60 or even
more than 80 km (Truve et al. (2004)).
Approaches to study LDD were classified in Nathan et al. (2003) and
mathematical modeling was listed as one of the possible ways to understand
this phenomenon together with a set of observational methods. Generally,
model-based studies of animals’ movements address the following main prob-
lems:
1. Approximation of the empirical movement (presumably telemetry)
data with mathematically defined processes, like random (correlated or un-
correlated, biased or unbiased) walk or Levy walk (e.g. reviews Hawkes
(2009); Lewis et al. (2015));
2. Using mathematical approaches (like, for example, partial differen-
tial equations) to model population dynamics accounting for dispersal and
range shifts, particularly during biological invasions (reviewed in Lewis et al.
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(2015));
3. Effect of habitat heterogeneity and population dynamics on the process
of dispersal and patterns of animals’ movements (Hawkes (2009); Barton
et al. (2009); Hiebeler (2004));
4. Habitat selection during dispersal and the factors affecting it (Davis
and Stamps (2004); Stamps et al. (2005); Stamps and Swaisgood (2007)).
Thus the models of animals’ movements study the behavior under the as-
sumptions of some movement strategy, but none of them (to our knowledge)
address the problem of comparing the efficiency of different strategies. Lewis
et al. (2015) wrote “long-distance dispersal can be the driving force for pop-
ulation spread if populations introduced at low densities thrive and do not
go extinct”. But what is the chance for a population not to extinct if it im-
plements LDD? – that is the question! On one hand the wide distribution of
this phenomenon among living organisms (Nathan (2005); Sutherland et al.
(2000); Teitelbaum et al. (2015)) indicates that this could be (under certain
conditions) an important part of species’ life history. On the other hand the
relative rarity of such events (in compare with short distance dispersal) (Wil-
son et al. (2009)) shows that animals moving long distances most probably
are subject to higher mortality and thus the selection against long-distance
dispersal could take place.
In this study we hypothesize that 1) dispersal success could result from
some evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) of maximizing the population fit-
ness and 2) that this strategy could be based on deferred gain, when animals
invest in travel to reach some high-quality habitat (“habitat of dream”). The
last hypothesis is rooted in the concept of natal habitat preference induc-
tion (Davis and Stamps (2004)) which states that the experience with the
natal habitat shapes the habitat preferences of the individuals that disperse
particularly after releases in new areas (Stamps and Swaisgood (2007)).
Checking these hypotheses using observational methods is practically im-
possible since we always have to guess what animals have in their minds while
choosing one or another way of expansion: e.g., is it a random choice or it
is pre-determined by some ESS. We address this problem via programming
individuals search strategies. In other words, we tell the modeled animals
(animats) (Wilson (1991)) how to behave and then check which behavior
would result in higher fitness of the whole population.
We compare the ecological (short-term) success of three strategies:
– “Smart” – choosing the locally optimal cell (a cell with the highest
quality among the neighboring units);
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– “Random” – random movement between cells without taking into ac-
count the quality of the environment;
– “Dreamer” – movements aims to find “a cell of dream” with quality much
higher than that of the initial and neighboring cells.
Comparing the strategies, we address three main questions:
1) What is the relative success of each strategy in bad, medium and good
habitat?
2) How the success of each strategy could be affected by the harshness of
environment (particularly, environmental seasonality)?
3) Could the “Dreamer” strategy provide sufficient fitness for the popula-
tion implementing this strategy?
2. Model
We modeled the movements of organisms taken from optimal habitat
and released in a new environment where the spatial distribution of habitat
patches and quality of habitat is not known by them. There is a number of
examples of such (intentional or non-intentional) translocations of animals by
humans, which resulted in extinction or successful expansion of newly estab-
lished populations (Bertolero et al. (2007); Bremner-Harrison et al. (2004);
Lodge (2003)).
2.1. Map
The map in the experiments is a square divided into 100 × 100 square
cells. Each cell belongs to one of three strata: “bad”, “medium” or “good”.
For the details on the process of map construction see Algorithm 1 in Ap-
pendix A.1 and a map example in Fig.1. Note that Algorithm 1 allows
to produce maps with any given area ratio Sbad/Smedium/Sgood and different
“pathchness”. In our experiments we used three types of map: “bad” – with
Sbad/Smedium/Sgood = 0.67/0.3/0.03, “medium” – with Sbad/Smedium/Sgood =
0.22/0.56/0.22 and “good” – with Sbad/Smedium/Sgood = 0.03/0.3/0.67.
2.2. Energy
There are two types of energy in the model: energy of the animats (which
positive level is necessary for each animat to live and to move) and energy
(or attractiveness) of the cells on the map (which serves as a source of energy
for the animats). The latter one plays the role of food for the animats; it
does not deplete but can change over time depending on season.
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Figure 1: An example of the 100 × 100 experiment maps generated by Algorithm 1. All
three strata occupy equal area: Sbad/Snorm/Sgood = 1/1/1 (dark-brown is for “bad”, light-
brown – for “medium” and green – for “good”), “patchness” is equal to 5. The scale shows
the connection between cell types (strata) and energy (attractiveness)
2.2.1. Energy of cells
Each cell is assigned a random energy value (attractiveness) according to
its strata: from 1 to 20 for “bad”, from 40 to 60 for “medium”, and from 80
to 100 for “good”.
The energy of the cells follow a “weather conditions” sine wave during a
1000 steps cycle: first getting worse to model “autumn” and “winter” and
then recover to “spring” and “summer”. At the worst time (in the middle of
winter) the attractiveness of each cell drops to the lowest value q/w, where
q is the initial attractiveness of this cell and w is the experiment parameter
– “winter harshness”. The formal expression for the attractiveness (energy)
of a cell with the initial energy q at the step j (varying from 1 to 1000) is
q − q
w
2
· cos
(
2pij
1000
)
+
q + q
w
2
, (1)
(see examples of these waves for different q in Fig. 2).
2.2.2. Energy of animats
Each animat constantly acquires energy from the cells it visits and spends
it for metabolism and movements. In our experiments, we assume that an
animat spends Em = 25 units of energy for each shift to a neighbor cell (half
5
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Figure 2: An example of “seasonal” variation of the cells’ energy (attractiveness) during
a 1000 steps experiment cycle. The variation is presented for 3 cells with initial energies
100, 50, 20 and “winter harshness” equal to 2
as much as the average initial energy of the cells in the “medium” strata). If
an animat cannot make a move at the current step, it spends Em/2 = 12.5
units of energy for just keeping homeostasis (twice as low as the energy for
a move). Each newly created animat is provided with E0 = 10Em units of
energy (so in can make 10 moves without any energy input). After arriving
at a new cell an animat receives the amount of energy given by (1) for this
cell at the current step of the “weather” sine wave. If the energy balance of
an animat drops below zero, the animat dies.
2.3. Movement
We test 3 search strategies using the movement tactics based on Levy-
walk. In our variant of the Levy-walk model, the animats choose each next
direction randomly but restricted to the forward semiplane with respect to
the vector of the previous run (the first direction is selected without any
restrictions). This peculiarity brings an element of the correlated random
walk to our model. The number of successive steps in each direction is chosen
in accordance with the Levy-walk model with µ = 2 (Viswanathan et al.
(1999)), but does not exceed 50 (the expectation of the animat’s position is
the map’s center, which lies 50 or little more cells away from the edges in any
direction). Reaching an edge of the map naturally leads to a re-initialization
of the Levy-walk without the “semiplane restriction”.
The movements include a concept of memory: the animats do not shift to
the cells they visited during the previous r steps. For example, if r = 3 and
an animat starts from the cell A, shifts to B then to C and remains there,
then the memory queue goes through the following states: AAA – AAB –
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ABC – BCC – CCC; after the first step the animat is not allowed to return
to A, after the second – to both A and B, after the third – to A, B, and C,
after the fourth – only to B and C. In our experiments, the memory size was
chosen equal to 10: little more than the number of neighbors of each inner
cell in a square grid.
It is important to note that in our model a moving animat can recognize
strata (good, medium or bad) without entering it (so the animat may refuse
to enter a cell of a worse type), but the animats cannot distinguish “by eye”
the energy attractiveness of two cells belonging to one strata.
The three search strategies studied in the experiments were:
1. “Random” or “no determination by environment”. In this strategy each
animat randomly chooses a direction and a length from a Levy-walk distri-
bution and follows the chosen direction until the chosen length is achieved
or until it comes to an edge of the map. The “Random” animats do not take
into account the strata or energy of the cells they pass through: for example,
an animat can move from a cell with quality 5 to a cell with quality 1 (for the
details on the movement of “Randoms” see Algorithm 2 in Appendix A.3).
We hypothesize that in a completely new environment such behavior could
occur due to partial inability of organisms to analyze efficiently the whole
volume of incoming information.
2. “Smart” or “full determination”. While following the same Levy-walk
movement pattern a “Smart” animat shifts to the cell proposed by its current
movement tactics only if the type of this new cell is not worse than the
type of the current cell (see Algorithm 3 in Appendix A.3 for the details).
For example, a “Smart” animat cannot move from a “good” habitat to a
“medium” one, but it can move from a cell with energy 55 to a cell with
energy 45 (within the category “medium”). If the next step in the Levy-walk
movement model leads to the decrease of the habitat quality, the successive
Levy walk is stopped and reinitialized (with the choice of a new direction and
“flight” length). From mathematical point of view this strategy is a greedy
local search heuristic (Gendreau and Potvin (2010)) which is a well-known
and extensively used instrument in the field of optimization.
3. “Dreamer” or “partial determination”. Each “Dreamer” animat has an
idea of “dream habitat”: a cell with enough attractiveness to stop the search
and to rest contently. Together with remembering the attractiveness of its
dream, a “Dreamer” estimates the expectation to achieve it: this expecta-
tion starts with 100% and reduces with each step where the dream is not
found (see the details in Appendix A.3 after Algorithm 3). A “Dreamer”
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stops when the attractiveness of the “dream” multiplied by the expectation
to achieve it becomes less than the attractiveness (energy) of the current cell
(given that the probability to achieve the current cell is evidently 1) (see Al-
gorithm 4 in Appendix A.3 for the formal expression of the stop condition).
Note that due to the changing “weather conditions” a “dreamer” that has
already taken the decision to rest content with the current cell can continue
moving since the current cell attractiveness (energy) becomes too small to
trump its dream. This strategy as well has a clear analogue in the theory of
optimization – simulated annealing technique (Gendreau and Potvin (2010)),
where the intention of an agent to explore the space of the problem states
gradually decreases in time until the agent finally satisfies with its current
achievements.
2.4. Metrics
The following parameters were assessed in each experiment:
– proportion of the survived individuals (S);
– dispersal from the starting points (D) (Euclidean distance between the
initial and final cells);
– energy accumulated by the animats during the experiment (E);
– quality of the cells occupied at the end of the experiment (Q);
– the product of the accumulated energy and cell quality further denoted
as Fitness showing the ability of an individual not just to survive but to
occupy good habitat and to accumulate energy for the future (EQ).
These metrics aimed at the characterization of homogeneous 100-animat
groups or “populations” (where each member follows the same search strat-
egy) at the end of the 1000-step experiment cycles. Each metric was com-
puted in two variants: average over the individuals that managed to survive
until the end of experiment and sum over all the members of the population
(including those who died). While the former variant describes the survivors
only, the latter one characterizes the populations as wholes (note that it is
proportional to the average over all the members of the population). All
the metrics were additionally normalized into [0, 1] to compare their rela-
tive manifestation within different strategies. The rigorous expressions for
the metrics are given in Appendix A.2, see equations (A.1)–(A.5) for the
details).
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2.5. Experiment
The 1000 step experiment cycle was repeated 30 times for each of the three
types of 100-animat groups (“Randoms”, “Smarts” and “Dreamers”), each of
the three types of map (“bad”, “medium”, “good”), and each of the five types
of winter harshness (w = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10). Thus, the final data set consisted of 30
independent estimates of the metrics (S,D,E,Q,EQ) for each combination of
terms (search strategy, map and winter harshness) (see Appendix A.2 for the
details). A new map was generated every time after “Randoms”, “Smarts”
and “Dreamers” had used it each once in the same experiment conditions.
Constant and variable parameters of the experiments are summarized in Ta-
ble 1. The computational experiments were conducted using Python3, the
code is available at GitHub (Ivanko (2020)).
3. Results
3.1. “Bad” map (model of bad habitat prevalence)
(Fig.3a,d,g,j and Fig.4a,d,g,j)
On the “bad” maps, “Smarts” considered as a whole population (i.e. using
the summary metrics), perform much better than the other strategies. All
their metrics are the highest and almost independent of the winter harshness
except for E, which decreases in a non-linear manner with the increase of
the winter harshness. The “Smart” strategy animats tend to find locally
optimal habitat patches quickly and are able to withstand the “seasonal”
changes in cells quality by moving (or staying) within the discovered favorable
habitat patches (thus maximizing the energy accumulation and survival).
The comparison of “Smarts” with the other strategies basing on the average
metrics on the “bad” maps makes sense only in the case of mild winters: in
harsh winters the low survival rate of “Dreamers” and “Randoms” increases
the bias of the corresponding average values. Though in mild winters the
average metrics of the “Smarts” generally repeat the corresponding summary
metrics, there are two exceptions: 1) the average dispersal of both “Dreamer”
and “Random” survivors is considerably larger than the one of “Smarts”; 2)
“Dreamers” and “Smarts” settle the habitat of almost the same quality.
“Randoms” are the worst in the bad habitat – they demonstrate the lowest
values of all metrics (both summary and averaged, except for the dispersal
in the mildest winter w = 2). Their survival does not exceed 10% and the
average quality of the cells occupied by a few survivors at the end of the
experiments does not exceed 20. The strategy of random movements does
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Table 1: Constant and variable terms of the model
Terms in the model Value
Constants
Map size 100× 100
Energy of cells in good habitat 80-100
Energy of cells in medium habitat 40-60
Energy of cells in bad habitat 0-20
Energy of “dream habitat” 10000
Initial energy of animat 250
Cost of animat movement 25
Cost of animat staying 12.5
Duration of cycle 1000 steps
Animat memory size 10 steps
Variables
Proportions of habitat in: (bad/medium/good)
– “bad” map 0.67/0.3/0.03
– “medium” map 0.22/0.56/0.22
– “good” map 0.03/0.3/0.67
Winter harshness 2, 4, 6, 8, 10
Search strategy “Random”, “Smart”, “Dreamer”
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not allow the animats to find patches of good or medium habitat in the “bad”
map and they die quickly due to high cost/gain energy ratios. The increase
of winter harshness from 2 to 4 results in almost zero survival rate thus the
further increase of w does not significantly affect the metrics.
“Dreamers” demonstrate an intermediate performance but in the sum-
mary metrics are closer to “Randoms” than to “Smarts”. “Dreamers” metrics
decrease with the increase of winter harshness, possibly due to the strong
decrease of survival in harsh winters. According to the values of average cell
quality the few survivors are those who managed to reach good and medium
habitat.
3.2. “Medium” map (model of medium habitat prevalence)
(Fig.3b,e,h,k and Fig.4b,e,h,k)
In medium habitat “Smarts” show almost no mortality (S above 0.9), E
and Q values (both average and sums) are the highest, and D is the lowest
observed among the three strategies. The effect of winter harshness is in-
significant for all metrics except for E, which is negatively correlated with
the winter conditions.
“Randoms” perform almost as good as the other strategies in mild winters
in terms of survival. Also in mild winters their dispersal is the highest. Their
E and Q metrics are however the lowest ones. All metrics except dispersal
decrease linearly with the increase of winter harshness. Thus the strategy of
random movement allows the animats to survive well in the medium habitats
which quality does not change strongly within the season. Even in very harsh
winters their survival does not fall below 40% which shows that this strategy
could theoretically help animals to survive and to establish viable populations
in suboptimal environment, however the probability of it stays much lower
than for “Dreamers” and “Smarts”.
In differ with the “bad” maps, in the “medium” maps “Dreamers” perform
much better than “Randoms” in terms of S, E and Q. Their values of the
summary population D are higher than for the other strategies (except for
“Randoms” at w=2) and this index does not change significantly with winter
harshness, while the average D of the survivors almost reaches the “Randoms”
level. The effect of winter on the “Dreamers” S and Q metrics is not very
high (about 20%) but noticeable. The E index decreases twice with the 5-fold
increase in winter harshness. Thus in medium habitats the implementation of
the “Dreamer” strategy results in relatively high population success in terms
of survival, expansion and occupation of good habitat.
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3.3. “Good” map (model of good habitat prevalence)
(Fig.3c,f,i,l and Fig.4c,f,i,l)
In good habitat the survival of “Smarts”, “Dreamers” and “Randoms” is
above 98% showing almost no mortality. In this case the survival rate does
not affect the average metrics and they are equal to the corresponding sum-
mary ones.
“Randoms” are the most successful in dispersal (which is not a surprise
given their dispersal is not intermitted by any decisions), but least successful
in energy accumulation and the quality of habitat occupied by the animats
at the end of the experiments.
“Dreamers” perform better than the other strategies in terms of Q, they
are as good as “Smarts” in energy accumulation (E). Their dispersal D
strongly increases with winter harshness approaching the values typical for
“Randoms”. The dispersal of “Randoms” and “Smarts” is in fact not affected
by the winter harshness. For all the strategies, the E index decreases with
winter harshness, while the slight decrease in Q was observed for “Randoms”
and “Dreamers” but not for “Smarts”. Thus in favorable environment all the
strategies are almost equally successful.
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Figure 3: Performance of different search strategies (average and its standard deviation
in 30 experiments) along average metrics in relation to the proportions of bad, medium
and good habitat (“map type”) and winter harshness. Red, green and blue lines repre-
sent respectively “Smart”, “Random” and “Dreamer” strategies. X-axis indicates winter
harshness, Y-axis - the values of the respective metrics (see (A.1)(A.2) for the explicit
expressions of the shown metrics)
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Figure 4: Performance of different search strategies along summary metrics (sum and
its standard deviation in 30 experiments)in relation to the proportions of bad, medium
and good habitat (“map type”) and winter harshness. Red, green and blue lines repre-
sent respectively “Smart”, “Random” and “Dreamer” strategies. X-axis indicates winter
harshness, Y-axis – the values of the respective metrics (see (A.1)(A.3) for the explicit
expressions of the shown metrics)
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3.4. Multivariate portrays of the strategies
In Sections 3.1 - 3.3 we demonstrated that the relative success of a strat-
egy may consist of different components: e.g., one strategy may win in disper-
sal, another – in energy or cell quality. To compare the relative performance
of the considered search strategies along different metrics we use radar charts
(Fig.5) with all the metrics normalized into [0,1] (see equations (A.4),(A.5)
in Appendix A). For the detailed portrays considering the winter harshness
see Fig.B.7,B.8 in Appendix B.
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Figure 5: Portrays of relative performance of the search strategies along different normal-
ized metrics averaged by the winter harshness w. Color is used to mark off the strategies:
green for “Random”, red for “Smart” and blue for “Dreamer”. All the axes run from 0 to 1
In Fig.6 we compare different strategies along two general dimensions
of success – Dispersal D and Fitness EQ (see 2.4) – with the survival rate
S playing the role of “significance” for each entry (all the metrics are again
normalized into [0,1], see (A.4),(A.5) in Appendix A). In all the cases, except
for the summary metrics on “bad” maps, “Dreamers” clearly belong to the
Pareto frontier (Lotov and Miettinen (2008)) (so that no other strategy could
outperform it in both D and EQ).
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indicates the harshness of winter w: the higher intensity – the milder winter. The size of
the circle is directly proportional to the corresponding survival rate S. All the axes run
from 0 to 1 (see (A.4)(A.5) for the details)
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4. Discussion
As mentioned in Bowler and Benton (2005), how the organism integrates
the information from different environmental cues and thereby reaches its
decision has largely been overlooked in previous studies and this makes it
difficult to compare our results with other models of animals’ dispersal.
For example, in differ with the studies that question the dynamics of
dispersing as a function of some external factors (like habitat quality, habi-
tat matrix, climate, and other factors that affect dispersal costs) (Kubisch
et al. (2014)), we suggest that dispersal success depends on the “built-in”
behavioral strategy which could be more or less successful according to the
particular external factors. In differ with the studies that also base on some
behavioral strategy, e.g. implying a-priori differences between short-distance
and long-distance dispersers (Ramanantoanina et al. (2014)), the probability
to perform a long movement is equal for all the animats and drawn from the
Levy-walk model. The habitat preferences are in fact also the same for all
animats (as could be expected for the individuals belonging to one species)
and base on the potential energy gain from the cell. Thus the model pop-
ulations are different rather in behavioral than ecological traits and their
success in survival is affected by the decision-making process. The strategies
(“Random”, “Smart”, “Dreamer”) are the examples of search strategies previ-
ously implemented in a number of studies (e.g. Stamps et al. (2005); Zollner
and Lima (1999)), but they have not been compared. The classical study
Zollner and Lima (1999) also compares the success of dispersal in habitat of
low, medium and high habitat quality, but they address differences related
rather to the shape of movements than to decision-making process underlying
these movements. In our study we do not pre-define the shape of movements
though all the strategies perform the correlated Levy walk.
Our model is pretty simple: it does not take into account possible in-
teractions between population members and habitat depletion. We assume
that animals are released in a region previously non-inhabited by the species.
In such new environment both intra-species competition (and other types of
intra-population interactions) is negligible and the resources of the habitat
do not limit animals’ abundance. An important part of our model is that
all the individuals following a particular strategy are exactly the same, while
animals’ personality is an important factor shaping their movements (Hawkes
(2009)). We believe that more complex models that take into account the
variability of movement behavior could be the subject of future research.
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“Random” is a strategy with no habitat selection. It could be imple-
mented when animals cannot correctly assess habitat quality. In reality,
errors in the estimation of habitat quality could result in “ecological trap”
(Kokko and Sutherland (2001)) while random search theoretically could help
to escape these traps and provide higher fitness in compare with more spe-
cific strategies of habitat selection. However such scenario was not included
in our model: “Smarts” and “Dreamers” correctly assess the habitat quality
(at the strata level – “good”, “medium” or “bad”) and thus random search
predictably performed worse than the other strategies (in terms of survival,
accumulated energy and the quality of habitat) in marginal (“bad”) and sub-
optimal (“medium”) environment. This is in agreement with other studies
that compare random search with different search strategies (Conradt et al.
(2003)). Interestingly, in favorable environment (“good”) survival and fitness
of “Randoms” stays as high as in the other strategies, while being accompa-
nied with the highest dispersal ability. Thus random search strategy could
explain very fast expansion and establishment of viable populations in good
environment (for example, when species relax the effect of competitors, para-
sites and diseases) which is the classic case of biological invasion (Lewis et al.
(2015) and references therein).
“Smarts” are the best dispersers only in bad habitat and mainly due to
low survival of “Randoms” and “Dreamers”. In medium and good habitat
the “Smart” strategy provides high survival and high fitness combined with
relatively low dispersal distances – organisms sequentially inhabit the best
patches close to the place of origin. We suspect that this strategy could un-
derlie the wave front expansion (type I expansion in terms of Shigesada and
Kawasaki (2002)) which is slow expansion with constant speed. Though the
speed of population expansion in our model has not yet been studied, the
independence of dispersal from winter conditions allows to assume the inde-
pendence from temporal climatic variation and thus to support the suggestion
of constancy of the expansion rate. Fast discovery of locally optimal habi-
tat, demonstrated by “Smarts”, could suggest the familiarity of the dispersers
with the habitat, thus it could be expected for the populations introduced
in the environment which is ecologically close to that in the place of origin
(Davis and Stamps (2004)). A practical way to make animals familiar to
a new environment during re-introduction is keeping them in enclosures for
some time before release. It is well known by conservation biologists and
called “ soft release” (Jung and Larter (2017)).
“Dreamers” settled the best possible habitat in the middle and far dis-
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tance from the place of release, demonstrating high survival and high energy
accumulation by dispersing individuals. Similar effect has been previously
reported in Stamps et al. (2005) where the likelihood that a disperser would
settle in a high-quality rather than in a low-quality habitat is positively re-
lated to both selectivity of habitat and time of search. Dreamers are indeed
highly selective due to high difference between the available habitat and the
“habitat of dream” and this strategy could illustrate the dispersal associated
with the habitat selection based on natal habitat preference induction (NHPI)
(Davis and Stamps (2004); Stamps and Swaisgood (2007)). Extending the
result of Stamps et al. (2005), we show how this pattern is affected by habitat
composition, seasonal variation in habitat quality and compare it with the
success of the other strategies. Our results indicate that “Dreamers” are quite
successful in finding good habitat at a significant distance from the place of
origin, especially on “medium” and “good” maps, though the success of dis-
persal remains relatively low in bad habitat depending in addition on winter
harshness. Populations implementing the “Dreamer” strategy thus expands
with successfully dispersing propagules rather than with a wave front.
In the above paragraphs we tried to assign the results of our experiments
to the real ecological situations and types of population expansion. However,
in reality it is most probable that the expansion of a population results
from a mixed strategy, where different individuals use different strategies. In
the studies of animals’ personality, researchers most often distinguish “bold”
and “shy” individuals, but more specifically to dispersal they are placed in
the “exploration-avoidance” continuum, illustrating the animals’ reaction to
novel environment (Reale et al. (2007)). Populations with high dispersal
rates have been shown to be composed of bold, exploratory, and aggressive
individuals, which is being found in different taxons and habitat (Malange
et al. (2016) and references therein). These better dispersers in terms of
our model could be assigned to the “Random” and “Dreamer” strategies.
High mortality, which is often observed for bold and explorative individuals
(Bremner-Harrison et al. (2004)), put them closer to “Randoms” than to
“Dreamers”, since the latter are those who used their high dispersal ability
to successfully settle an optimal habitat. ‘Shy” individuals could follow the
“Smart” strategy.
5. Conclusions and future work
Answering the questions formulated in the Introduction we conclude that
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1) In good and medium habitat the “Dreamer” strategy performs bet-
ter than the others since it provides higher dispersal in compare with the
“Smart” strategy and higher quality of habitat in the place of settlement in
compare with the “Random” strategy. In bad habitat only “Smarts” provides
a reasonable level of survival and population fitness. The “Random” strategy
is appropriate only in good habitat;
2) The performance of the “Smart” strategy does not depend strongly on
winter harshness, while for the two other strategies most metrics decrease
with winter harshness. The only metrics that clearly increased with winter
harshness is the dispersal rate of “Dreamers”in good habitat;
3) The “Dreamer” strategy or the strategy of deferred gain belongs to
the Pareto frontier in the Fitness×Dispersal space but only in optimal and
suboptimal habitat and in the relatively mild climate.
The most general conclusion is that while survival and wealth of the popu-
lation is affected presumably by overall habitat quality, the dispersal depends
mainly on the behavioral strategy. In the future work, it would be interest-
ing to model the population expansion for several generations checking the
scenarios of random and non-random inheritance of the search strategies.
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Appendix A. Formal algorithms and metrics
Appendix A.1. Map generation
Each computation experiment modelling the population dispersal starts
from the following simple algorithm which generates a new map in accordance
with certain parameters.
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Algorithm 1: L× L map generation
1. Choose the size L of the map and the numbers of the cells of each
strata type: S1 of quality 1 (“bad”), S2 of quality 2 (“medium”) and S3
of quality 3 (“good”) so that S1 + S2 + S3 = L× L;
2. Choose the limits of the cells energy for each type (quality) of strata:
E1min < E1max < E2min < E2max < E3min < E3max;
3. Let initially all the cells be “medium”: ∀x, y ∈ 1, L×1, L M(x, y) := 2
(strata type function);
4. Choose the number of “brushes” P ∈ 1, 10 (this parameter affects the
“patchness” of the resulting map) and two brush sizes B1, B2 ∈ 1, 5;
5. Move P brushes randomly and independently (random walk); each
brush centered at the cell (x0, y0) paints all the cells (x, y) such that
max{|x − x0|, |y − y0|} ≤ B1 in color 1 – “bad”, i.e. M(x, y) := 1;
continue this painting until the painted area is equal to S1 + S3;
6. Move P brushes randomly and independently (random walk); each
brush centered at the cell (x0, y0) paints all the cells (x, y) of color
1 (i.e. M(x, y) = 1) such that max{|x−x0|, |y− y0|} ≤ B2 in color 3 –
“good”, i.e. M(x, y) := 3; continue this painting until the painted area
is equal to S3;
7. Choose the energy E(x, y) of each cell (x, y) randomly: “bad” – from
E1min to E1max; “medium” – from E2min to E2max and “good” – from E3min to
E3max;
8. ReturnM : L× L→ 1, 3 and E : L× L→ E1min, E3max.
In our experiments we used L = 100, P = 5, B1 = B2 = 1, E1min = 0,
E1max = 20, E2min = 40, E2max = 60, E3min = 80, E3max = 100 and three types of
map: 1) “bad” 6700/3000/300; 2) “medium” 2200/5600/2200 and 3) “good”
300/3000/6700.
Appendix A.2. Population metrics
Before proceeding to the algorithms expressing different dispersal strate-
gies let us introduce the metrics we used to evaluate the condition of the
populations. Each dispersal modelling experiment was repeated J times for
each possible tuple (m,u,w), where m is the type of map (“bad”, “medium”,
“good”), u – dispersal strategy or the type of determination by environment
(“Random”, “Smart”, “Dreamer”) and w – winter harshness (2,4,6,8,10), so
each of the following raw metrics is by default parametrized with (m,u,w).
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The first raw metric is the population abundance: let Nj be the number of
alive animats at the final step of the j-th repetition (the starting number
of animats n0 is always 100). The other three raw metrics are specific to
individual animats indexed by k. Note that if an animat is not alive at the
end of a repetition, the corresponding raw metrics are set equal to zero. The
second raw metric is the bias of each animat from its starting cell:
djk =
√
(xjk − x0jk)2 + (yjk − y0jk)2,
where xjk, yjk are the coordinates of the cell the k-th animat occupies at the
final step of the j-th repetition and x0jk, y0jk – the initial coordinates of this
animat. The third raw metric is the energy ejk accumulated by the k-th
animat by the final step of the j-th repetition. And the last raw metric is
the quality of habitat: qjk – the energy (attractiveness) of the cell occupied
by the k-th animat at the end of the j-th repetition.
These raw metrics allow to construct several simple generalized charac-
teristics of the population averaged by the repetitions and animats. The first
group of metrics contains the number of survivors N and the survival rate S:
N(m,u,w) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
Nj(m,u,w), S(m,u,w) = N(m,u,w)/n
0. (A.1)
For other groups let us introduce auxiliary notations:
D˜(m,u,w, j) =
n0∑
k=1
djk(m,u,w), E˜(m,u,w, j) =
n0∑
k=1
ejk(m,u,w),
Q˜(m,u,w, j) =
n0∑
k=1
qjk(m,u,w), E˜Q(m,u,w, j) =
n0∑
k=1
qjk(m,u,w) ejk(m,u,w);
recall that djk(m,u,w) = ejk(m,u,w) = qjk(m,u,w) = 0 if the k-th ani-
mat did not manage to survive until the end of the j-th repetition of the
experiment with parameters (m,u,w).
In these notations, the average metrics for dispersal distance DA, accu-
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mulated energy EA and final cell quality QA can be expressed as:
DA(m,u,w) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
D˜(m,u,w,j)
Nj(m,u,w)
, EA(m,u,w) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
E˜(m,u,w,j)
Nj(m,u,w)
,
QA(m,u,w) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
Q˜(m,u,w,j)
Nj(m,u,w)
, EQA(m,u,w) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
E˜Q(m,u,w,j)
Nj(m,u,w)
.
(A.2)
The last averaged metric EQA is an attempt to express the fitness of the
survivors taking into account both the accumulated energy and the quality
of occupied habitat.
Averaged metrics characterize a single survivor. To address the condi-
tions of the whole groups adopting different dispersal strategies we used the
corresponding summary metrics (note that due to different survival rates in
different repetitions the average and summary models may or may not be
trivially dependent):
DS(m,u,w) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
D˜(m,u,w, j), ES(m,u,w) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
E˜(m,u,w, j),
QS(m,u,w) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
Q˜(m,u,w, j), EQS(m,u,w) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
E˜Q(m,u,w, j).
(A.3)
Finally, let us normalize all the collected metrics values to be able to
compare the input of each metric into the success of each strategy (see Fig.5,
6,B.7,B.8):
DN×(m,u,w) =
D×(m,u,w)−Dmin×
Dmax× −Dmin×
, EN×(m,u,w) =
E×(m,u,w)−Emin×
Emax× −Emin×
QN×(m,u,w) =
Q×(m,u,w)−Qmin×
Qmax× −Qmin×
, EQN×(m,u,w) =
EQ×(m,u,w)−EQmin×
EQmax× −EQmin×
,
(A.4)
where × is either A or S and
D
maxin
A = m
ax
in
m,u,v,j
{
D˜(m,u,w,j)
Nj(m,u,w)
}
, D
maxin
S = m
ax
in
m,u,v,j
{
D˜(m,u,w, j)
}
,
E
maxin
A = m
ax
in
m,u,v,j
{
E˜(m,u,w,j)
Nj(m,u,w)
}
, E
maxin
S = m
ax
in
m,u,v,j
{
E˜(m,u,w, j)
}
,
Q
maxin
A = m
ax
in
m,u,v,j
{
Q˜(m,u,w,j)
Nj(m,u,w)
}
, Q
maxin
S = m
ax
in
m,u,v,j
{
Q˜(m,u,w, j)
}
,
EQ
maxin
A = m
ax
in
m,u,v,j
{
E˜Q(m,u,w,j)
Nj(m,u,w)
}
, EQ
maxin
S = m
ax
in
m,u,v,j
{
E˜Q(m,u,w, j)
}
,
(A.5)
where maxin is either min or max.
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Appendix A.3. Moving strategies
Let us assume a map with a desired ratio S1/S2/S3 is ready and proceed to
the algorithms expressing the dispersal strategies used in the computational
experiments. The first strategy assumes no environment determination i.e.
each animat moves freely without any constraints on where to go or when to
stop.
Algorithm 2: Dispersal without environment determination (u=“Random”)
1. Let (M, E) be a L×L map generated by Algorithm 1, whereM shows
the type of cells’ strata and E shows the initial energy (attractiveness)
of cells;
2. Let A = {a1, . . . , an} be the set of animats; for each animat ak set
its initial energy Ek := E0 and randomly choose a position (xk, yk)
from the positions (x, y) with an appropriate starting quality: Qmin ≤
M(x, y) ≤ Qmax;
3. Let Rk be the array of the last r cells visited by the animat ak; initially
let each Rk be equal to ((xk, yk), (xk, yk), . . . , (xk, yk)) ∈ (1, L)r;
4. Repeat the following steps for i ∈ 1, T :
For each animat ak ∈ A:
(a) If ak is not engaged in a Levy walk:
i. Choose a length lk of the next section of Levy walk ran-
domly from 1, [L/2] so that
p{lk = x} = (1/x2)/ [L/2]∑
j=1
1/j2;
ii. If the previous direction vector of ak is not defined or
if it is equal to zero, choose the direction vector of the
next Levy walk section of ak arbitrary; otherwise choose
it uniformly among all the vectors which dot product with
the previous direction vector of ak is non-negative (the
forward semiplane);
(b) Choose the neighbor cell (x′k, y′k) (among 9 possible in square
grids) which center lies closest to the current movement direc-
tion;
(c) If (x′k, y′k) lies outside of the map or (x′k, y′k) is in Rk:
i. Interrupt the current section of Levy flight;
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ii. Reset the current direction vector to the zero vector (so
that its forward semiplane will not affect the next direc-
tion);
iii. Spend energy for the homeostasis: Ek := Ek − Em/2;
(d) Otherwise:
i. Change the position of ak: (xk, yk) := (x′k, y′k);
ii. Spend energy for the move: Ek := Ek − Em;
(e) Add the position (xk, yk) at the first place in Rk, shift all the
elements of Rk such that the last one is pushed out of the
memory;
(f) Feed at the current cell considering the “weather” at the i-th
step with the winter harshness w (see (1)):
Ek := Ek +
1
2
E(xk, yk)
(
(1− 1
w
)cos(2pii
T
) + (1 + 1
w
)
)
;
(g) If Ek ≤ 0, die, i.e. remove ak from A;
(h) If |A| = ∅, stop the algorithm.
In all the experiments we take L = 100, n = 100, T = 1000. The latter
one is mostly a technical value which on one hand provides enough steps for
100 animats to distribute over a 100 × 100 map and on the other – allows
to perform many experiment cycles in different conditions by keeping the
computational time of a single experiment cycle relatively low. There are no
restrictions on the starting cell quality: Qmin = 1, Qmax = 3. The energy Em
spent by each animat for each move is taken equal to a half of the average
energy of a “medium” cell: Em = 25. Recall that initial energy E0 of each
animat guarantees 10 moves without energy input: E0 = 10Em. Winter
harshness w takes on values in {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}.
The next algorithm describes the “Smart” strategy of movement (also
known as greedy in optimization theory). The body of algorithm is mostly
the same with Algorithm 2, so we only point out the differing item.
Algorithm 3: Dispersal with full environment determination (u=“Smart”)
... ... (see Algorithm 2) ... ...
4(c). If (x′k, y′k) lies outside of the map or (x′k, y′k) is in Rk or M(x′k, y′k) <
M(xk, yk):
... ... (see Algorithm 2) ... ...
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It is stop criterion that distinguish the last – “Dreamer” – strategy: at
each step “Dreamer” compares the attractiveness of its dream weighted by the
chances to achieve it with the current habitat attractiveness. The subjective
estimation of these chances decreases with every move where the animat does
not find its dream-cell. Before proceeding to the algorithm let us go into the
mathematical details of this decrease.
Let us imagine a series of experiments with the probability of success p in
each experiment. It is both intuitive and easy to prove that on average one
needs to take 1/p steps until the first success: indeed, the expected value of
the first successful step is
E , 1 · p+ 2(1− p)p+ 3(1− p)2p+ . . . ;
turning the right part into a geometric series with the common ratio 1−p < 1:
(E−p)−(1−p)E = (1−p)p+(1−p)2p+(1−p)3p+. . . = p 1− p
1− (1− p) = 1−p,
from where E = 1/p. This evidence in the form p = 1/E will help us to
estimate the “subjective chances” of an animat to get to the dream. By con-
struction the dream can not be achieved at the initial state. If an animat
achieves its goal at the second step, then its estimation of the success prob-
ability will be p2 = 1/2 (one success out of 2 cells: the first cell (initial)
and the second (successful), so E = 2). If the goal is achieved for the first
time at the third step, then a) the animat did not achieve it at the second
step with probability 1− 1/2 (since, as we already mentioned, the subjective
estimation of the success at the second step would have been 1/2) and b)
the subjective estimation of success is one chance out of three moves 1/3
(E = 3): the resulting subjective chances to get to the dream at the third
step is p3 = (1 − 1/2)/3. Similarly, reaching the dream for the first time at
the fourth step means that a) the dream was not reached at the second step
(where the subjective probability of success would have been 1/2), b) was
not reached at the third step (where the subjective success probability would
have been 1/3) and c) was reached at the fourth (E = 4) with subjective
probability 1/4, so the resulting subjective chance to achieve the dream at
the fourth step is p4 = (1 − 1/2)(1 − 1/3)/4. Reasoning by analogy, the
subjective probability to get to the dream at the n-th step for n ≥ 3 is
pn =
1
n
n∏
i=3
(
1− 1
i− 1
)
.
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The summary subjective chances of the animat to get to the dream in no
more than K ≥ 3 steps is
SK ,
1
2
+
K∑
n=3
{
1
n
n∏
i=3
(
1− 1
i− 1
)}
=
K∑
n=1
1
n(n+ 1)
(A.6)
(recall that S1 , 0, S2 , 1/2). The introduced subjective chances function
indeed resembles probability since it is known that S∞ , limK→∞ SK = 1,
which means that at the start an animat is fully determined to reach its
dream. Considering this and using the previous notations, the subjective
chances to get to the dream after K unsuccessful steps is S∞−SK = 1−SK .
Algorithm 4: Dispersal with partial environment determination (u=“Dreamer”)
... ... (see Algorithm 2) ... ...
3′. Let D be the attractiveness of a dream cell;
... ... (see Algorithm 2) ... ...
4(c). If (x′k, y′k) lies outside of the map, or (x′k, y′k) is in Rk, or
(S∞ − SK)D < 12 E(xk, yk)
(
(1− 1
w
)cos(2pii
T
) + (1 + 1
w
)
)
:
... ... (see Algorithm 2) ... ...
The “Dreamer” stop condition is artificially included here into step 4(c)
(at the expense of optimality) for the sake of clarity and uniformity with
Algorithms 2 and 3.
In our experiments we used D = 10000. This value has a simple technical
explanation: 1) the duration of each experiment cycle T = 1000; 2) in the
worst possible conditions – “bad” map and the strongest winter w = 10 –
the average initial cell energy is 0.67 · 10 + 0.3 · 50 + 0.03 · 90 = 24.4 and the
winter w = 10 drops this value as low as 24.4/10 = 2.44 at the peak with the
average (24.4+2.44) = 13.42; 3) with this average attractiveness of the cells,
an animat with the dream D = 10000 will make on average 745 steps until its
belief in dream bates enough for the animat to be satisfied with the average
cell; 4) in the best possible conditions – “good” map and w = 2 – average
initial cell energy is 0.03 · 10 + 0.3 · 50 + 0.67 · 90 = 75.6 and the average
lowest is 75.6/2=37.8, which gives the total average cell energy of 56.7 and
prompts an animat to make 175 steps on average until it rests. The provided
speculations show that in all cases the “Dreamer” animats stop somewhere
within the experiment cycle (from around the beginning to around the end).
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Appendix B. Strategies graphs
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Figure B.7: Portrays of relative performance of the strategies along different normalized
average metrics (A.4)(A.5) (i.e. performance of the average survivors in the populations).
In the first three rows, color shows the harshness of winter (w) in the rainbow order: from
red (w = 2) to dark blue (w = 10). In the “All in one” row, color is used to mark off the
strategies: green for “Random”, red for “Smart” and blue for “Dreamer”. All the axes run
from 0 to 1
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Figure B.8: Portrays of relative performance of the strategies along different normalized
summary metrics (A.4)(A.5) (i.e. performance of the populations as wholes). In the first
three rows, color shows the harshness of winter (w) in the rainbow order: from red (w = 2)
to dark blue (w = 10). In the “All in one” row, color is used to mark off the strategies:
green for “Random”, red for “Smart” and blue for “Dreamer”. All the axes run from 0 to 1
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